Dr. Anathbandhu Patra  
Deputy Registrar and Public Information Officer

To,
Ms. Nehaa Chaudhari
Centre for Internet and Society
G 15, Top Floor Hauz Khas
New Delhi - 110 016

Ref: 1) I.D. No.: IIT/RTI/190215 Dated: 10/03/2015  
2) Your letter dated 08/04/2015 forwarding therewith Demand Draft No: 030155 dated 16/03/2015 for Rs. 68/- (Rupees Sixty eight only)

Mam,

The documents/information (34 pages), as available, are sent herewith.

Kindly acknowledge the receipt.

Encl.: as stated

Yours faithfully,

Public Information Officer
Sub: RTI application of Ms. Nehaa Chaudhari, Centre for Internet Society
New Delhi- 110 016
Ref: I.D. No.: IIT/RTI/190215, Dated 17th February 2015

With reference to above the information sought by Ms. Nehaa Chaudhari, New Delhi- 110 016 towards her RTI application dated 09/02/2015 is given hereunder as per our readily available records:

1) The report of the activities conducted under MHRD funded IPERPO for the years 2006-07 to 2013-14 are only available as per our records which are attached in separate sheets.
2) Letter from MHRD and copy of the minutes towards set up of IPR Chair at IIT Kharagpur are attached herewith in separate sheets.
3) Documents, as per our available records, towards grants received from MHRD IPR Chair under the IPERPO are attached herewith in separate sheets.
4) There is no such information received towards receipt of utilization certificates and audited expenditure statements from MHRD towards funds granted to IPERPO.
5) IPR Chair's salary is being considered as the amount received by the Professor as his usual salary.

(Sumit Kumar Biswas)
Sr. Administrative Officer (SRIC)

Public Information Officer, IIT Kharagpur